Abstract
Introduction

Object/Location Recognition Tests
148
On the final day of recording, mice were separated into two groups and tested for novel object and novel 149 location recognition behavior. The sequence of these tests was counter-balanced such that mice were tested first for 150 either object recognition or location recognition. Each sequence involved a six session Test Block, with sessions 1 & 151 2 identical to all preceding familiarization sessions. During session 3, the first test of novelty, either object or 152 location, was performed (session 4 was identical to session 3). During session 5, the second test of novelty was 153 performed (session 6 was identical to session 5). block, the tetrode array was moved down following completion of all recordings for that day. Following days in 178 which the tetrodes were moved, animals were rescreened in the home cage prior to being placed in the cylinder, and 179 the tetrode moved downward again if acceptable activity was not observed. While this process did in some cases add 180 to the total number of days required for an experiment to be completed, the total number of daily recording sessions 181 did not vary, and all recordings were typically performed within a 2 week time frame.
182
Data Analysis
183
Rate maps of all behavioral and neuronal data were generated using the custom software package 184 Session_Analysis (Agnihotri et al. 2004) . Data corresponding to the 60 cm diameter cylinder were parsed into a 2D 185 matrix 26 pixels in diameter for a total floor area of ~531 pixels. Areas 5 pixels on a side corresponding to each of 186 the three object locations used were determined for each block of sessions. The average footprint of the objects used 187 in the present study was 9.2 square pixels, and all objects fit in their entirety within the 5 x 5 pixel region. The 188 average maximum object height was 3.8 cm. Individual objects are described in detail in Table 1. Because in some   189 cases not all pixels within the object locations (e.g. those on the surface of the object) were explored, comparisons 190 between object locations were performed using unpaired t-tests. In instances where coverage was such that no 191 object-associated pixels were visited (e.g., cases of extreme neophobia in response to the objects, or extreme 192 inactivity, seen more often during Initial Exposure to the objects), sessions from the respective block of sessions 193 were excluded from subsequent analysis. All statistical analyses of behavioral and neuronal activity were performed 194 with unsmoothed data. For illustrative purposes, all behavioral occupancy and neuronal rate maps were smoothed 9 boundaries could be applied across consecutive sessions without compromising the isolation of the cluster. All 204 analyses described in the present study for Open Field/Initial Exposure, day pairs during Re-Exposure, and Control
205
Block and Test Block sessions, include only those data for which the same cluster boundaries could be applied (see
206
Supplementary Materials Figure S1 for how cluster separation and stability were judged).
207
Unpaired t-tests were performed to compare firing rates between object locations and the background, as 
220
Two additional analyses were performed on data collected during the two Open Field sessions on the first 221 day. First, analyses were performed to determine whether ACC neurons exhibited "place fields" analogous to those 222 first observed by O' Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971) . Measures included coherence, field size, and information content.
223
Coherence was calculated as the z-transform of the correlation coefficient between the cell's firing rate in a given 224 pixel and the mean in the eight closest pixels; field size was calculated from areas with at least four contiguous pixels 225 of firing; and information content was calculated as ΣP i (R i /R)log 2 (R i /R), where i is the bin number, P i is the 226 probability for occupancy of bin i, R i is the mean firing rate for bin i, and R is the overall mean firing rate (Markus et 227 al. 1994 
Results
240
The purpose of the present study was to examine how the activity of individual ACC neurons correlated 241 with the behavior of mice exploring both familiar and novel objects. This was accomplished by recording positional 242 data of the mice as they explored first an empty arena, and then the same arena with objects and comparing neuronal 243 activity in the object locations to background. The sequence of recording sessions is summarized in Figure 1 .
244
Robust correlations between ACC neuron activity and exploratory behavior were observed at multiple phases of the 245 study. Of particular interest were patterns of ACC neuron activation observed during expression of novel object 246 recognition behavior but not apparent during tests of novel location recognition.
247
Behavior
248
Following identification of neurons with activity of sufficient quality, animals were allowed to explore the 249 empty arena twice (Open Field sessions), following which two identical objects were placed in the arena for Initial
250
Exposure. Mice were then re-exposed to the objects across subsequent days in order to 1) test for behavioral and 251 neuronal habituation and 2) to ensure complete familiarity to the objects in their locations. 
327
On the sixth day mice underwent a block of 6 consecutive sessions with the same two identical objects in 
336
The proportion of object-responsive neurons observed per session did not differ over the course of the 337 experiment (see Table 2 , column "Per Session"). However, a change in the magnitude of the response (ratio of 338 object/location over background) was observed. For those mice from which both stable Initial Exposure and Test
339
Block sessions data were collected, neurons exhibited a decrease in the magnitude of object-associated modulation
340
(df = 54, t = 2.103, p = .0401). Figure 6 fires specifically in the vicinity of the objects and faithfully follows the objects 366 around the arena. Neuron 2 fires not only where the objects are, but also where an object had previously been.
367
Neuron 1 never fires where an object actually is, and fires instead to where the trans-located object had previously 368
been. These data demonstrate that moving a familiar object to a novel location (e.g., Figure 6 , session 3; Figure 7 , 369 session 5) results in the reorganization of the spatial firing properties of ACC neurons such that some neurons fire 370 where either one or both objects are, while others also or exclusively reflect where objects used to be.
Object-Related Firing During the Novel Object Test
372
During the test of novel object recognition, a familiar object is replaced with a novel one. The expected 373 behavior was only observed when this test preceded that for location recognition. Those data will be discussed first.
374 Figure 7 shows the rate maps of 2 units recorded from the same animal, with the behavior illustrated in the adjacent 375 occupancy maps. In the familiar condition, Neuron 1 fires very clearly next to the two identical objects at roughly 376 the same moderate rate. Neuron 2 fires in a relatively diffuse manner. However, when the novel object (B 2 ) is 377 introduced, Neuron 1 nearly doubles its firing rate at that location, firing only moderately near the familiar object 378 (A 1 ). During session 4, its firing rate is lower, though the response to both objects is still significant. Interestingly,
379
Neuron 2 responds during the test not by firing more to the novel object but to the familiar object, and as with 380
Neuron 1, this response is less pronounced during subsequent sessions. This pattern of activation was not observed 381 when the test for object recognition followed that for location recognition (e.g., Figure 6 , session 5), when mice did 382 not exhibit the expected preference for object novelty. These data demonstrate that successful expression of object 383 recognition behavior is associated with a specific pattern of neuronal activation. However, rather than simply 384 mirroring the behavioral preference for the novel object (i.e., all responsive neurons firing more to the novel object),
385
individual neurons exhibited a much greater preference for either the novel or the familiar object.
386
Neuronal Correlates of Recognition Behavior
387
As suggested above, one might expect a neuronal correlate of recognition behavior to simply reflect that 388 behavior, such that the novel object or location would evoke a more robust neuronal response. This, however, did 389 not appear to be the case. an unrelated fashion) rather than following the objects to their novel locations or continuing to fire to where the 518 objects had been, as ACC neurons do in the Novel Location Task (Figure 6 ). Moreover, substituting a novel object 519 for a familiar one (akin to the Novel Object Task) had no effect upon place fields regardless of where they were, 520 even though the animals clearly showed behavioral bias to the novel object. As seen in Figure however, appear to be largely without stable spatial correlates until objects are introduced, after which they tend to 527 stably fire only in past and present object locations, and they clearly discriminate between objects. Thus, the 528 correlates of ACC neurons appear to be more about the objects themselves than their contribution to environmental 529 geometry. How these correlates relate to the prevailing hypotheses of ACC function is described below.
530
The ACC is interconnected with motor and sensory areas (e. 
555
There are, of course, motor and sensory components to object exploration (ocular control during approach, 556 circumnavigating the object, nose-touches, whisking, etc.), and the possibility exists that some proportion of the 557 firing correlates in these tasks reflect motor function. The data as they are presented here do not possess the requisite 558 granularity of measurement of motor function to exclude such hypotheses. However, it is difficult to fully account 559 for several observed firing patterns with a strict motor hypothesis. For instance, it is unclear why two identical 560 objects in the familiar condition would consistently elicit different motor responses. It is also difficult to explain why 561 some neurons that fire during exploration of an object will continue to fire in the location following object's removal 562 (e.g., Figure 6 , Neuron 2), given that the search pattern and accompanying sensory inputs are presumably different in 563 the two conditions. Finally, the motor hypothesis does not satisfactorily address why activity would change during 564 exploration of a familiar object specifically during object recognition behavior (e.g., Figure 7 , Neuron 2). Thus, while motor correlates in these data cannot as yet be ruled out, many of the neuronal responses are difficult to explain 566 by a purely motor hypothesis.
567
The object-related firing seen in anterior cingulate neurons is in some respects reminiscent of "object cells" 568 observed in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex. While not firing strictly on a one-to-one basis to specific objects 569 (Desimone et al. 1984) , individual IT neurons do show preferences for specific objects (Chelazzi et al. 1998) . IT 570 neurons also reflect short-term memory, with sustained firing observed during a 3 second delay period following 571 stimulus removal (Chelazzi et al. 1998 ). Yet several important differences exist between IT object cells and the ACC 572 responses observed here. First, introduction of the novel object resulted in a more robust response by individual 573 neurons to either the novel object or the familiar object. In contrast, the IT literature does not appear to provide a 574 corollary for the increased neuronal preference for a familiar object. Second, the IT neuron correlate to short-term 575 memory is distinct from the observation that some ACC neurons only become responsive to a location after the 576 object has been moved (e.g., Figure 6 , Neuron 1 
581
Of course, given the large number of studies implicating the ACC in a variety of cognitive processes, one 582 has to consider that the activity described here reflects cognitive aspects of the task. A role for the rodent ACC in 583 memory processes has been proposed previously for both non-spatial (Frankland et al. 2004; Frankland et al. 2006;  584 Rudebeck et al. 2007 ) and spatial (Teixeira et al. 2006) tasks. There are features of the firing patterns described here 
606
The enhanced neuronal preferences observed during the behavioral expression of novel object recognition further 607 reflect the sensitivity of the ACC to change.
608
One might expect that ACC neuronal responses to object novelty might more directly reflect the behavior, 609 as they do other aspects of object exploration, such that cells would simply fire more strongly to the novel object 
645
The present study describes, for the first time, single neuron correlates to object and location recognition 646 behavior in the rodent ACC. These correlates include robust changes in activity associated with the exploration of 647 objects, former object locations, and the introduction of novel objects into the environment. The observed patterns of 648 activity are consistent with many of the processes associated with the ACC. The neuronal correlates of these distinct 25 processes may be elements of a more general, dynamic representation of salient task features, as has been proposed 650 previously (Fujisawa et al. 2008; Lapish et al. 2008) . These data confirm and extend the small but rapidly growing auto-scaled for differences in rate across all 6 sessions. In occupancy maps brighter pixels signify greater dwell 890 time, while for rate maps higher firing rates are reflected by dark red pixels, and lower rates by dark blue pixels.
891
Numeric firing rates ("X.XHz") reflect peak quintile rates of activity. Cells: # of cells; N: # of animals; RD: rate decreasing, sustained; All Sessions: total object responsive; RI: rate increasing, sustained; Per Session: total object responsive divided by # of sessions; Sust: sustained responses.
